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ABSTRACT

Mechanical forces on the nucleus of a biological cell can play a significant role in its positioning within the cell. Some models for the
migration of the nucleus are based on biochemical signals, which have a very slow response, and others on the mechanical actions of direct
pushing–pulling forces, relying on the cytoskeleton and cell contractility. In the present work, hydrodynamic drag forces, produced by the
surrounding membrane movement and acting on a spherical model of the nucleus, are numerically investigated. The space distributions of
force and drag resistance are estimated by unsteady three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics simulations. These distributions
are functions of sphere size and position, and they are fitted to mathematical models. Dynamic simulations are performed using these mathe-
matical models to compute the trajectory of the microsphere under the action of thousands of position-dependent pushing–pulling forces.
A characteristic time is estimated by linearization of the equation, and a dynamic simulation is performed with one-dimensional finite differ-
ences. With this approach, it takes a few minutes to simulate several hours of nuclear migration. It is shown that in the long term, nuclei
tend to migrate to the center of the cell, especially when it is small compared with the cell size. The model presented here, based exclusively
on hydrodynamic interaction in a Newtonian fluid, shows that pushing–pulling forces on the nucleus, produced by periodic contractions of
the cell membrane, will cause it to migrate to the center of the cell in a manner that is in agreement with experimental observations.

VC 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0095513

NOMENCLATURE

A Force fitting parameter
d (¼2R) diameter of sphere (m)
FR Incident force over the sphere (N)
j Relative curvature of sphere
kl Correction factor for viscosity
n Force fitting parameter
R Radius of internal sphere (m)
R0 Radius of spherical cavity (m)
u Velocity of sphere (m/s)

uw Velocity of wall (m/s)
Uw Maximum velocity of cavity wall during periodic contraction

(m/s)
x Distance from center of internal sphere to center of spherical

cavity (m)
l Dynamic viscosity of fluid (Pa s)
n Dimensionless distance between centers of spheres

I. INTRODUCTION

In cell biology, the mechanisms responsible for positioning of the
cell nucleus have been the subject of very active debate and study in
recent years, as can be seen from the reviews by Gundersen and
Worman1 and more recently by Song et al.2 and others.3–5 This posi-
tioning has been attributed to physiological processes involving pro-
tein complexes (actin filaments) and microtubules and other
cytoskeletal elements.6–8 However, for a full understanding, it is
important to also consider the role of mechanical forces, specifically
those due to viscous entrainment combined with movements of the
cell membrane. The contribution of mechanical forces to nuclear posi-
tioning has already been proposed by Song et al.2 and Wolgemuth and
Sun,9 but they all assumed that the forces are transmitted by means of
proteins, microtubules, and intermediate filaments. In the words of
Song et al.,2 “Although it has been well established that biophysical
cues can regulate a variety of cellular processes, such as morphology,
proliferation, migration, and differentiation, the exact mechanism by
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which these mechanical signals are transduced to the nucleus and reg-
ulate gene expression remains unknown.” Gundersen and Worman1

claimed that there is more than one mechanism responsible for
nuclear positioning. They proposed a list of possible mechanisms
including, among others, pulling and pushing forces generated by the
interaction of microtubules with the cytoplasm. More recently,
Wolgemuth and Sun9 have shown that cytoskeletal filaments are
responsible for the elastic part of the viscoelastic behavior of the cyto-
sol, and they have suggested that random forces combined with cyto-
skeletal density distribution provide a mechanism for the positioning
of organelles (including the nucleus). However, Duch et al.10 have
experimentally observed the migration of microspheres to the cell cen-
ter in the absence of pronuclei, and it seems to be accepted that the
most likely scenario is a model including both biochemical signaling,
with very slow response of the order of minutes or hours and faster,
with a time scale of seconds or lower, direct force trasmission.11

Needleman and Shelley12 have pointed out the importance of further
research into fluid mechanical aspects to obtain a better understanding
of these phenomena.

In the present work, the cell nucleus is modeled as a rigid nonro-
tating sphere immersed in a Newtonian viscous fluid. The dynamics of
an isolated solid sphere in a Newtonian viscous fluid is given by
Stokes’ law [see Eq. (3)].13 However, in practical cases, the domain is
not infinite and is generally bounded by walls, and the presence of
which modifies the dynamics of the sphere by introducing a correction
factor in the viscous term. The increase in the effective viscosity experi-
enced by a sphere falling between two parallel walls was studied theo-
retically by F�axen in 192313 in the case where the distance to the wall
was large relative to particle diameter and later by Ganatos et al.14 for
smaller distances to parallel walls. The problem of the viscosity correc-
tion for motion perpendicular to a wall was considered by Brenner15

and Cooley and O’Neill16 in the case where the lateral boundary effect
can be neglected, but it is not straightforward in the opposite case.
Fonceca et al.17 have recently presented the results of a numerical
and experimental study of the slow fall of a solid bead toward a wall.

They have found very good agreement with Brenner’s theoretical
approach when the lateral boundaries are sufficiently distant.

In the present paper, a hydrodynamic model is presented with
the aim of contributing to the understanding of the mechanism of
positioning of the cell nucleus. To estimate the migration of the
nucleus to the center of the cell, a one-dimensional mathematical
model is introduced that combines numerical results for the effective
viscosity as a function of nuclear position with a pushing–pulling force
due to periodic movement of the cell membrane. The effects of these
surface contraction waves (SCWs) on cell membranes during early
development have been observed by Duch et al.10 and Klughammer
et al.18 In the present study, the nucleus is modeled as a nonrotating,
nondeformable solid sphere and the fluid is considered to be
Newtonian. Thermal effects that could lead to Brownian motion are
neglected. Also, the cell wall is considered to be impermeable, even
though the transport of water and complex compounds through it is a
well-known phenomenon.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II,
the numerical methodology is introduced, with a description of the
problem to be solved, and the mesh used and its dynamics, along
with a grid convergence study and a brief presentation of the solver.
Section III presents the results of the simulations for the drag force
and effective viscosity as functions of the sphere position and for the
force on the sphere due to cell surface contractions, together with an
estimation of the long-term dynamics of the sphere. Finally, in Sec. IV,
the results are discussed and conclusions are drawn.

II. NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY
A. Description of the problem

The dynamics of a microsphere inside a spherical cavity are stud-
ied numerically here. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the computational
domain. Figure 1(a) depicts a 2D representation in the x–z plane
together with the main geometrical parameters: R is the radius of
the solid microsphere, R0 is the radius of the spherical cavity, and x is

FIG. 1. (a) 2D scheme of computational domain with main geometrical parameters. u is the oscillating velocity with square-wave time variation given by Eq. (1). (b) 3D scheme
of computational domain with definition of axes.
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the distance between the sphere centers in the x direction. Figure 1(b)
shows a 3D view of the computational domain.

The spherical cavity, of radius R0 ¼ 35 lm, is filled with a
Newtonian fluid of density q¼ 1000 kg/m3 and viscosity � ¼ 3:43
� 10�3 m2/s. This value for the viscosity has been obtained from the
publication by Hosu et al.19 that experimentally measured the visco-
elastic characteristics of the cytoplasm using magnetic tweezers on
microbeads injected into cells. The viscosity of the solvent part has
been taken as the viscosity of the Newtonian fluid in the numerical
experiments. The radius of the microsphere takes values of R¼ 0.5,
2.5, 5, and 10lm.

Two different cases of fluid flow are considered. In the first case,
which will serve to estimate the effective viscosity of the fluid, the
microsphere moves periodically in time in a square-wave form with a
velocity amplitude Umax ¼ 50lm/s,

uðtÞ ¼
Umax for nT < t � t0ð Þ � nþ 1

2

� �
T;

�Umax for nþ 1
2

� �
T < ðt � t0Þ � ðnþ 1ÞT;

8>>><
>>>: (1)

with n 2N and where T ¼ 1=f is the period of the motion and t0
¼ T=4 to keep the averaged position of the microsphere in the initial
x0. The frequency of the motion is f¼ 1000Hz, and so the amplitude
of displacement is xmax � x0 ¼ Umax

T
4 ¼ 12:5� 10�3 lm. This

motion is large enough to allow estimation of a converged drag force
and small enough to keep the mesh only very slightly deformed, as
will be discussed in Sec. IIC 1.

In the second case, with the aim of computing the incident force
on the sphere due to surface contractions, the cavity wall moves with
contraction and expansion motion, while the sphere remains static, as
depicted in Fig. 2. The velocity of the wall, uw, is also periodic with a
square-wave form as defined in Eq. (1). This membrane deformation
of 12:5� 10�3 lm is much smaller than typical deformation of bio-
logical cell membranes, but it is large enough to compute the force
induced by this flow as a function of position and size of the
microsphere.

B. Governing equations

For very low Reynolds number Re ¼ dU=�, where d ¼ 2R is the
diameter of the sphere, inertial effects of the fluid flow can be neglected
and the Navier–Stokes equations can be linearized to the Stokes equa-
tions, or creeping flow equations

�rpþr � sþ f ¼ 0;
r � u ¼ 0;

(2)

where u is the velocity of the fluid, q is the density, p is the pressure, f is
any external force, s ¼ 2lS ¼ l½ruþ ðruÞT �, and l is the viscosity
the fluid.

In the present problem, no external forces are considered (i.e.,
f ¼ 0), and the equations are solved, given no-slip boundary condi-
tions on the walls, for both the inner sphere and the spherical cavity.
The drag force is computed by integrating the pressure and the surface
stress over the inner sphere surface X. Only the x component of the
force is taken into account, since the y and z components cancel out
owing to symmetry

F ¼ �
þ

X
p dXx|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Fp

þ
þ

X
s � dXð Þx|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Fs

:

C. The dynamic mesh and the solver

1. Mesh and grid convergence

The symmetry of the problem is exploited to reduce the size of
the computational domain by half, cutting it in the x–z plane. A mesh
is constructed using the OpenFOAM tool snappyHexMesh and is
composed of about 730 k cells, most of them hexahedra. The mesh is
of very good quality, with a maximum nonorthogonality of 44�, and a
maximum skewness of 0.85. Figure 3 shows the mesh in the symmetry
plane for R ¼ 10lm at a distance between centers of x ¼ 22:5lm.

Grid convergence is analyzed for three different meshes: a fine
mesh, a medium mesh (described above), and a course mesh. The
fine mesh, with 50% smaller cell size than the medium mesh, and

FIG. 2. Scheme of wall motion (not to
scale): (a) inward wall motion; (b) outward
wall motion.
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hence eight times as many 3D cells, has almost 2.5 M cells. The coarse
mesh, with half the scale of the medium-size mesh, is composed of
about 94 k cells. The grid convergence analysis is performed using the
method presented by Celik et al.,20,21 using the case of a moving sphere
with d ¼ 5 lm at a distance of 17.5lm from the center of the cavity.
The results are shown in Table I and Fig. 4. This figure also shows the
Richardson-extrapolated value of the drag force for a mesh with an
infinite number of cells, and it has been also included in Table I. The
error in the drag force computed with the medium mesh is about
0.2%, and so this can be considered as a reasonable grid resolution.
Therefore, the medium-size mesh is used in the rest of the study.

In both cases presented in Sec. IIA, the computational mesh has
to be deformed. In the first case, where the inner sphere moves with
periodic oscillations around its position, it is performed with a pre-
scribed uniform velocity for all the surface points. The second case,
where the cavity wall moves with periodic contractions, is more com-
plicated. The wall has to be deformed in such a way that the volume of
the cavity is conserved. This has been performed using a coded bound-
ary condition for mesh movement in which the shape of the wall in
the x–z plane is maintained as an ellipse. The points on the x axis are
moved with the prescribed velocity, and the remaining points on the
cavity surface are displaced following an ellipse that preserves the orig-
inal spherical volume. In both cases, the motion of the mesh points
inside the cavity is computed by using the Laplacian engine provided
in OpenFOAM with a diffusivity in the y direction 200 times larger
than in the x direction.22

2. The solver: pimpleFoam

In the present work, the Cþþ toolbox OpenFOAM is used. The
numerical experiments are performed with the solver pimpleFoam,
which implements a hybrid of the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for
Pressure-Linked Equations) and PISO (Pressure implicit with Splitting
of Operator) algorithms for pressure–velocity coupling in transient sim-
ulations.23–25 The time step is selected very small, 10�6 s, so that the
Courant number is kept very low, about 2� 10�4, to guarantee stability.
The time scheme is first-order implicit Euler, and the divergence and
Laplacian discretization schemes are second-order linear. Each time
step converges with residuals of 10�3 for velocity and 10�5 for pressure.
These normalized residuals are computed by pimpleFoam as described
in Sec. 14.4 in Moukalled et al.23 The simulations are executed on a
AMD Opteron 6100 processor using eight cores with domain decom-
position. The simulation of 1ms needed about 30h of central process-
ing unit (CPU) computation.

Some results for velocity and pressure for a moving wall with
d ¼ 20 lm at a distance between centers of 22.5lm are shown in
Fig. 5. The wall moves with a velocity of 50lm/s. Figure 5(a) shows
the results when the wall is moving inward in the x direction, whereas
Fig. 5(b) corresponds to outward wall motion. Note that the absolute
value of the pressure is not relevant and the important factor is the
pressure gradient. The pressure in the region around the center of
the cavity is constant, and it rises to 1500Pa behind the sphere when
the wall is contracting, and decreases by the same amount in the same
region when the wall is expanding. This value of the pressure differ-
ence is consistent with experimental measurements in cell nuclei.5

III. RESULTS
A. Drag force as a function of sphere position

When a sphere is very near to a planar wall, Brenner15 proposed
a modification of the Stokes expression for the drag on a sphere at low
Reynolds number

F ¼ 6pleffRU ; (3)

FIG. 3. Computational mesh for the simulation with R ¼ 10lm at a distance
between centers x ¼ 22:5lm.

TABLE I. Data for grid convergence analysis. The drag force is computed for three
different mesh sizes.

Mesh
Mesh
size

No. of
cells

Drag force
(�10�8 N)

Coarse 1.5 94 069 1.012 645
Medium 1.0 731 203 1.022 139
Fine 0.5 2 452 050 1.023 683
Richardson extrapolation 1.023 741

FIG. 4. Grid convergence plot.
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by introducing a correction factor for viscosity, leff ¼ kll, with
kl > 1. If the dimensionless variables j ¼ R=R0 and n ¼ x=R0 are
introduced, Brenner’s expression can be is written as

kl; f ¼ 1þ 9
8

j
1� n

; (4)

where the subscript f indicates that this is valid far from the wall, that
is, n! 0, and it is only valid for very small j. According to Cox and
Brenner26 and Cooley and O’Neill,16 this correction kl can be extended
to the case of a sphere with non-negligible curvature as follows:

kl;n ¼
1

ð1� jÞ2
1
e
þ 1� 7jþ j2

5
log

1
e

� �
; (5)

where e is the distance between the surface of the sphere and the
boundary wall. Considering that in the present case the boundary wall
is a sphere and there are two walls bounding the x direction, which are
at different distances, two different kl have to be computed and
combined:

kl;n ¼
1

ð1� jÞ2
1
e1
þ 1� 7jþ j2

5
log

1
e1

� �

þ 1

ð1� jÞ2
1
e2
þ 1� 7jþ j2

5
log

1
e2

� �
; (6)

where, in the notation of this paper,

e1 ¼
1� n

j
� 1 and e2 ¼

1þ n
j
� 1:

After some algebraic operations, this becomes

kl;n ¼
1

ð1� jÞ2
2jð1� jÞ
ð1� jÞ2 � n2

þ1� 7jþ j2

5
log

j2

ð1� jÞ2 � n2

 !" #
:

(7)

Note that in the classical Stokes equation (3), the force is contrib-
uted by the viscous part and the pressure part in proportions 2

3 and
1
3,

respectively.27 In the present study, the two contributions from wall
shear stress and pressure have been computed to analyze the contribu-
tion of each part to the total drag force. To quantify these contribu-
tions, a variable av ¼ Fv=F is defined. For the classical Stokes case of a
moving ball in a quiescent infinite fluid, av ¼ 2

3. The results of the pre-
sent numerical simulations are displayed in Fig. 6, where the ideal case
of Stokes’ law is also shown as an horizontal dashed line. Curiously,
for the case of small k, which should be closer to the ideal value, the
contribution of the shear stress is larger. For larger values of k, this
contribution is smaller, and it coincides with the ideal Stokes case for
j ¼ 0:143. On the other hand, this contribution decreases when the
sphere approaches the cavity wall, being only 20% when a large sphere
is very close to the wall.

FIG. 5. Contours of pressure and velocity vectors, colored by velocity magnitude in m/s, for the moving-wall numerical experiments for d ¼ 20lm at a distance between cen-
ters of 22.5 lm: (a) inward wall motion; (b) outward wall motion. Pressure is in m2/s2 and should be multiplied by q¼ 1000 kg/m3 to convert to Pa.

FIG. 6. Contribution of viscous wall shear stress to the total drag force on the
sphere. The horizontal dashed line corresponds to the ideal classic Stokes case.
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Figure 7 shows the numerical results for the viscosity correction
coefficient kl plotted against n for different values of the sphere diame-
ter and hence j. For the sake of comparison, the theoretical approxi-
mations far from the wall [Eq. (4)] and near the wall [Eq. (7)] are also
shown. Figure 7(a) is the plot for the smallest sphere, with d ¼ 1 lm,
and it is clear that kl;f fits very well in the wall range. On the other
hand, although kl;n agrees with this fit near the wall, it gives unrealistic
negative values for a considerable range of n. Note that for a quite large
range, n 2 ð0;� 0:8Þ, kl 	 1:0, and Stokes’ law holds. At the other
extreme, in Fig. 7(d), the result for d ¼ 20 lm is shown. Now, kl;n fits
very well for the whole range. In the intermediate cases, d ¼ 5 lm and
d ¼ 10 lm, it seems that some kind of blending between kl;n and kl;f

is needed. It is proposed here that the logistic function and its comple-
mentary function be used for this purpose.

The logistic function28 is a sigmoid curve defined as

pðn;C; n0Þ ¼
1

1� exp �Cðn� n0Þ½ � ; (8)

where C is the growth rate and n0 is the value of n at the midpoint.
The logistic function tends to 0 when n! �1 and to 1 when
n! þ1. This transition from 0 to 1 occurs at the point n0, where the
function takes the value 0.5, with a growth rate proportional to C.
Specifically, the slope at this point is C=4. The complementary logistic
function is 1� pðn;C; n0Þ, and its behavior is symmetric with that of
the logistic function with respect to n ¼ n0.

It is proposed here to blend kl;n and kl;f by weighting the first of
these approximations with the logistic function and the second with
its complementary function. In a general case, there would be four
parameters, but it will be assumed here that the growth rate is the
same for both functions. This reduces the nonlinear fit to three param-
eters: the growth rate C, n0 for the approximation n0;n near the wall,
and n0 for the approximation n0;f far from the wall. These two

FIG. 7. kl as a function of n for spheres of different diameters d: (a) 1 lm; (b) 5lm; (c) 10lm; (d) 20 lm. CFD results are compared with theoretical approximations for the
case when the sphere is near the wall, kl;n [Eq. (4)], and for the case when it is far from the wall, kl; f [Eq. (7)]. The vertical blue dashed line indicates the limit for n, 1� j,
when the sphere and wall are in contact.

FIG. 8. Logistic and complementary logistic functions for a growth rate C and different
generic midpoint values n0;n and n0;f .
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functions and the three parameters are shown schematically in Fig. 8.
In brief, therefore, it is proposed to fit the numerically computed val-
ues with a function

klðn;jÞ ¼ p n;CðjÞ; n0;nðjÞ
� �

kl;nðn;jÞ

þ 1� p n;CðjÞ; n0;f ðjÞ
� �� �

kl;f ðn; jÞ: (9)

For each value of d and, consequently, j ¼ 2d=R0, the values of
C, no;n, and n0;f are obtained by a fit of the numerical results of kl

with the function in Eq. (9). The fitting procedure is done with the
function curve_fit of the package scipy.optimize for Python 3,29 which
uses the trust region reflective to minimize the sum of square differ-
ences on a bounded domain.30 The results of these fits are shown in
Table II, where the uncertainties are the standard deviations provided
by the curve_fit function. These results show that all three parameters

decrease with j, but in a different manner. Values of n0;n and n0;f
much larger than 1 or lower than 0, combined with a large value of C,
mean that the corresponding approximation (kl;n and kl;f ) does not
affect the global approximation. So, for j ¼ 0:0143, it is clear that kl;f

is the dominant approximation, since n0;n is much bigger than 1. This
is also observable in Fig. 7(a).

To compute a model of the parameters C, no;n, and n0;f that can
be used in Eq. (9), power-law functions have been proposed, again
using the curve_fit function in the SciPy package. For C and n0;n, such
functions seem to fit reasonable well, as shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b).
On the other hand, n0;f does not seem to fit well with a power law,
and so it is proposed here that it be modeled as a linear function for
the three first points [see Fig. 9(c)]. After all, the other point does not
contribute appreciably to the combination of approximations. It is
then proposed that the viscosity correction inside the viscous cavity be
modeled using Eq. (9) with the parameters

CðjÞ ¼ 2:67
j0:43

;

n0;nðjÞ ¼
0:25
j0:60

;

n0;f ðjÞ ¼ 1:2� 11:7j:

(10)

The viscosity corrections estimated using this model are plotted in Fig. 10,
along with the results of numerical computations, for the four values of j.
Also, the numerical values and their errors are collected in Table III.

TABLE II. Values of fitting coefficients and their confidence intervals for the expres-
sion in Eq. (9).

d (lm) j C n0;n n0;f

1 0.0143 15.76 4.9 3.236 0.00 0.946 0.01
5 0.0714 14.36 7.7 0.956 0.03 0.56 1.1
10 0.1429 2.26 0.7 1.126 0.13 �0.5560.39
20 0.2857 2.96 0.7 0.506 0.07 �0.3560.26

FIG. 9. Estimated parameters of Eq. (9) as functions of j: (a) C; (b) n0;n; (c) n0; f . C and n0;n are fitted reasonably well by power laws, while n0;f is fitted by a linear law for the
first three points.
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The drag force experienced by the sphere due to wall movement
is simulated and computed for three sphere diameters d ¼ 5 , 10, and
20lm, for three distances from the wall (Fig. 11). Visual examination
of the data, with an apparent asymptotic behavior when the walls are
very close and a zero value for n¼ 0, suggests a tangent-like shape,
and hence, they have been fitted with a power function of the tangent
function asymptotic in n=ð1� jÞ,

FR
Fref
¼ Kðn;jÞ ¼ AðjÞ tan

p
2

n
1� j

� �	 
nðjÞ
; (11)

where FR is the incident force over the microsphere due to wall move-
ment and Fref ¼ 3pldUw is a reference force, with Uw being the wall
maximum velocity magnitude in the square-wave profile. Values of A
and n as functions of j are displayed in Table IV and plotted in
Fig. 12. Also, as shown in the figure, these parameters seem to fit a lin-
ear function of j. The fitting procedure yields

AðjÞ ¼ 0:30þ 2:43j;

nðjÞ ¼ 0:35þ 1:56j:
(12)

B. Migration of sphere in cavity

From the discussion and results of Sec. IIIA, an estimate of the
dynamics of a sphere inside a viscous spherical cavity with fluctuating
wall can be computed with the equation of motion

m
duðtÞ
dt
¼ FRðx; tÞ � 6plklðx;RÞRuðtÞ; (13)

where FR is the external force due to the wall movement, computed
with Eq. (11), and the correction factor for the viscosity is given by
Eq. (9) with parameters estimated using Eq. (10). The estimate of the
solution of this equation is obtained by two different methods. In the
first, the velocity and a characteristic time are roughly estimated by lin-
earization of the equation, with some assumptions concerning the dis-
tributions of pushing–pulling hydrodynamic forces and effective
viscosity with position. This method will give a general solution in
terms of j and the characteristics of the periodic contractions of the
cavity wall. The second method, in which the equation is solved
numerically using finite differences, gives a more accurate result, but
only if certain conditions are imposed in the numerical integration.

1. Estimation of characteristic time

Working with Eq. (13), considering a sphere consisting of the
same liquid as the cavity (so that m ¼ 4

3pqR3), and replacing FR by its
model from Eq. (11), we get

d2nðtÞ
dt2

þ 9
2
�

R2
kl nðtÞ;jð Þ dnðtÞ

dt
� j
R

K nðtÞ; jð Þuwðt;TÞ
	 


¼ 0;

(14)

FIG. 10. kl as a function of n for spheres of different diameters d and different values of j: (a) d ¼ 1 lm, j ¼ 0:014; (b) d ¼ 5 lm, j ¼ 0:071; (c) d ¼ 10 lm, j ¼ 0:143;
(d) d ¼ 20lm, j ¼ 0:286. CFD results are compared with theoretical approximations for kl [Eq. (9)]. The vertical blue dashed line indicates the limit for n, 1� j, when the
sphere and wall are in contact.
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where nðtÞ ¼ xðtÞ=R0; klðnðtÞ;jÞ is given by Eq. (9), KðnðtÞ;jÞ is
given by Eq. (11), and uwðt;TÞ is a periodic function of the wall veloc-
ity, with period T. This is a second-order nonlinear ordinary differen-
tial equation that does not admit an analytical solution, but an
estimate of a characteristic time can be obtained if it is linearized under
some assumptions.

In the first place, uwðt;TÞ will be modeled as a square-wave sig-
nal of period T with a duty cycle Tf < T using the Heaviside step
functionH(t)¼ 1 if t> 0 and 0 otherwise

uwðt;TÞ ¼Uw HðtÞ �Hðt � Tf Þ � H t � T
2

� �
þH t � T

2
� Tf

� �	 

for 0 < t < T: (15)

The black line in Fig. 13 shows a schematic representation of this wall
velocity signal as a function of time for the period T.

Second, let us assume that the displacement of the particle in the
duty cycle time Tf is so small that kl can be considered constant.
Finally, for an initial position n0, the term Kðn;jÞ can be linearized in
a Taylor expansion up to first order, by assuming that both coefficients
A and n are constant and equal to 0.5. This term can then be approxi-
mated, in the period T, as

Kðn; jÞ 	 K0ðjÞf1þW0ðjÞ nðtÞ � n0½ �g; (16)

where

K0ðjÞ ¼
1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tan

p
2

n0
1� j

� �s
;

W0ðjÞ ¼
p

2ð1� jÞ
1

sin
pn0
1� j

� � :
With these simplifications, Eq. (14) can be rewritten as

d2nðtÞ
dt2

þ 9
2
�

R2
kl

dnðtÞ
dt
�j
R

K0ðjÞ 1þW0ðjÞ nðtÞ� n0½ �
� 

Uw

� �
¼ 0;

(17)

where only the time interval between 0 and Tf is considered, and so
uwðt;TÞ ¼ Uw. The solution of this ordinary differential equation in
the interval t 2 ð0;Tf Þ is

nðtÞ ¼n0�
1

2W0

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C0þ 1
p � 1
� �

exp �9
4
�tkl

R2
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C0þ 1

p� �	 


þ 1
2W0

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C0þ 1
p þ 1
� �

exp �9
4
�tkl

R2
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C0þ 1

p� �	 

� 1

W0
:

(18)

Here,

C0 ¼
8
9
K0W0jRe

k2l
;

where Re is the Reynolds number, defined as Re ¼ UwR=�. Since Re
and, consequently, C0 are very small numbers, the approximationsffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

C0 þ 1
p

	 1þ C0=2 and 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C0 þ 1
p

	 1� C0=2 can be used, and
Eq. (18) reduces to

nðtÞ	 n0þ
C0

2W0
exp �9

2
�tkl

R2

� �
þ 1

W0
exp

9
8
�tklC0

R2

� �
�1

	 

: (19)

The second term on the right-hand side, with negative exponential,
becomes very small after a short time and can be neglected. Also, the
third term can be simplified owing to the presence of C0 in the expo-
nential, and this yields

nðtÞ 	 n0 þ
1

W0

9
8
�klC0

R2
t ¼ n0 þ

UwK0

R0kl
t: (20)

The displacement of the sphere at the end of the first time inter-
val, ð0;Tf Þ, depicted as point 1 in red in Fig. 13, will then be

n1 	 n0 þ
UwK0

R0kl
Tf : (21)

In the second time interval, ðTf ;T=2Þ, there is no external force,
since this is in the off-duty part of the cycle, and the sphere relaxes,
slowing down until it reaches zero velocity. This braking is very
fast, and the displacement, provided that the initial velocity is that
given by Eq. (21), is about n2 � n1 	 2

9R
2UwK0=ðR0kl�Þ, which is

very small with respect to the first displacement

n2 � n1
n1 � n0

¼ 2
9
R2

�Tf

 1; (22)

providing that Tf is of the order of a millisecond and R is of the order
of a micrometer. Hence, we can conclude that n2 	 n1 (see Fig. 13).

TABLE III. Data from the 22 numerical experiments performed with CFD computa-
tions of kl and the theoretical estimates using Eq. (9).

Expt. No. d (lm) j n kl kl;th Error %

1 1 0.0143 0.000 0.981 1.016 3.5
2 1 0.0143 0.786 1.034 1.040 0.6
3 1 0.0143 0.971 1.966 1.958 0.4
4 1 0.0143 0.977 2.575 2.577 0.1
5 5 0.0714 0.000 1.186 0.998 15.9
6 5 0.0714 0.250 1.201 1.042 13.2
7 5 0.0714 0.500 1.265 1.168 7.8
8 5 0.0714 0.714 1.466 1.499 1.3
9 5 0.0714 0.786 1.672 1.799 6.0
10 5 0.0714 0.857 2.284 2.588 10.9
11 5 0.0714 0.900 4.056 4.602 11.3
12 10 0.1429 0.000 1.456 1.600 9.7
13 10 0.1429 0.250 1.478 1.666 12.6
14 10 0.1429 0.500 1.670 1.830 9.6
15 10 0.1429 0.714 2.467 2.479 0.5
16 10 0.1429 0.786 3.892 3.769 3.2
17 10 0.1429 0.843 14.404 14.652 1.5
18 20 0.2857 0.000 2.424 3.071 26.7
19 20 0.2857 0.250 2.617 3.175 21.3
20 20 0.2857 0.500 3.834 4.139 8.0
21 20 0.2857 0.617 6.744 7.001 3.8
22 20 0.2857 0.700 38.366 40.034 4.3
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In the third time interval, ðT=2;T=2þ Tf Þ, the result in Eq. (21)
can again be used, replacing K0 by K1 and considering that the dis-
placement will now be negative,

n3 	 n2 �
UwK1

R0kl
Tf 	 n0 þ

UwðK0 � K1Þ
R0kl

Tf : (23)

In the fourth time interval ðT=2þ Tf ;TÞ, the relaxation is again
very fast, and the displacement can be neglected. As a result,

n4 	 n3 	 n0 þ
UwðK0 � K1Þ

R0kl
Tf : (24)

The difference in K can be computed with Eq. (16), giving

K0 � K1 	 �K0W0ðn1 � n0Þ 	 �
UwTf K

2
0W0

R0kl
; (25)

and finally,

n4 	 n0 �
UwTf

R0kl

� �2

K2
0W0

¼ n0 �
UwTf

R0kl

� �2 p
16

1
1� j

1

cos2
p
2

n0
1� j

� � : (26)

FIG. 11. FR normalized with Fref as a function of n for spheres of different diameters d and different values of j: (a) d ¼ 5 lm, j ¼ 0:071; (b) d ¼ 10 lm, j ¼ 0:143; (c)
d ¼ 20 lm, j ¼ 0:286.

TABLE IV. Values of A and n for the force model in Eq. (11) for three values of j.

d (lm) j A n

5 0.0714 0.506 0.03 0.466 0.08
10 0.1429 0.616 0.02 0.586 0.03
20 0.2857 1.0106 0.002 0.7986 0.001

FIG. 12. Fitting parameters A and n for model of force experienced by sphere as a
function of j.
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From this, the migration velocity of the sphere can be approximated as

_n0 	 �
1
T

UwTf

R0kl

� �2 p
16

1
1� j

1

cos2 p
2

n0
1�j

� � ; (27)

and a characteristic time can be defined as

s ¼ � 1
_n0

¼
16ð1� jÞ cos2 p

2
n0
1�j

� �
p

R0kl

UwTf

 !2

T: (28)

This characteristic time is, roughly, the time that the sphere would need
to reach the center of the cavity. It is not precise, since it is a function of
n because of the presence of the cosine and kl terms, but it does give an
order of magnitude. As an example, a sphere of diameter 5lm in a cav-
ity of diameter 35lm, with Uw ¼ 50lm/s, T¼ 0.15 s, and Tf¼ 3ms
released at n0 ¼ 0:7 has a characteristic time of about 12 400 s, that is,
about three and a half hours. A sphere of diameter 20lm under the
same conditions would have a characteristic time of about 13h, owing
to the large value of kl. However, it must be taken into account that,
for simplicity, the dependence on j of the modelization parameters

of Kðn;jÞ in Eq. (11) has not been considered and the values A ¼ n
¼ 0:5 have been used. Hence, this characteristic time estimation is valid
only for j � 0:15, according to Fig. 12.

2. Numerical integration of migration equation

To avoid the assumptions made in Sec. IIIB 1 and obtain a more
accurate description of the sphere migration, Eq. (13) is also numeri-
cally integrated into small time steps dt, assuming that FR and kl are
constant in each time step. The solution provides the velocity and
position in time step i, given the results in the previous time step i� 1,

ui ¼
FR
b
� FR

b
� ui�1

� �
exp � b

m
dt

� �
;

xi ¼ xi�1 þ
FR
b

dtþm
b

ui�1 �
FR
b

� �
1� exp � b

m
dt

� �	 

:

(29)

Here, b ¼ 6plklR, and hence, the above equations reduce to

ui ¼
Kuw
kl
� Kuw

kl
� ui�1

� �
exp �9

2
�kl

R2
dt

� �
;

ni ¼ ni�1 þ
Kuwj
klR

dtþ2
9
Rj
�kl

ui�1 �
Kuw
kl

� �
1� exp �9

2
�kl

R2
dt

� �	 

;

(30)

where K and kl are computed, for the position n and the relative cur-
vature j, using Eqs. (11) and (9), respectively.

Dynamic simulations are performed with dt ¼ 10�3 s,
U ¼ 50 lm/s, and a density of the sphere the same as that of the fluid,
q¼ 1000 kg/m3. The cavity radius is R0 ¼ 35 lm, and the wall move-
ment has a duration of 3ms and a period of 0.15 s. Three spheres of
diameters d¼ 5, 10, and 20lm are tested, being released at 70% of the
distance from center to wall, n0 ¼ 0:7. The duration of the simulations
is 15 000 s, that is, around 4 h, and they are performed with a Python
code that needs about 3 min for each simulation on a laptop with an
eighth-generation Core i7 CPU. If the wall velocity amplitude remains
constant, migration is obtained with a quasi-uniform velocity, as
shown in Fig. 14(a). If some randomness is introduced in the FR term,
then Eq. (13) becomes a Langevin-like equation. Figure 14(b) shows a
sample of this kind of simulation, where for each pulsation, the value

FIG. 13. Wall velocity as function of time (black) and schematic representation of
the microsphere trajectory in time (red) and velocity (blue).

FIG. 14. Migration plots of spheres of diameters d¼ 5, 10, and 20lm, with (a) constant and (b) random wall velocity. The standard deviation of the random distribution for
(b) is 1/4 of the corresponding uniform value.
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of K is picked from a Gaussian distribution with the average calculated
using Eq. (11) and an standard deviation of 25% of this average value.
The migration time obtained from the numerical integration is larger
than that estimated in Sec. III B 1: the small sphere with d ¼ 5lm
migrates 9lm in 4 h. It seems that the assumptions used in Sec. III B 1
lead to a considerable underestimation of the characteristic time.
Regarding to the bigger microsphere, for which Eq. (28) is not valid,
the velocity is larger, reaching a value 3.5lm/h.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Positioning of the cell nucleus is a complex process that involves
many elements related to diverse fields including both physics and
biology. Biophysical models that describe the mechanism of position-
ing are based principally on the role of the cytoskeleton (actin fila-
ments and microtubules) and the properties of the cytoplasm.1,2,7 In
the present work, a rough model based only on oscillatory movement
of the cell wall and hydrodynamic forces on the nucleus has been
described. This model for the dynamics of a microsphere inside a
spherical cavity at low Reynolds number is based on classical works of
the 1960s15,16,26 concerning the modification of the apparent viscosity
of the fluid in the presence of a nearby wall. The classical expressions
have been combined and generalized here for a spherical wall using
the tools of computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The correction to
the viscosity in Stokes’ law has been estimated for the whole range of
distances inside a spherical cavity and for several diameters of a micro-
sphere contained within it. A blending of theoretical approximations
near and far from the wall is proposed by using the logistic function.
The model thereby obtained agrees reasonably well with numerical
results, especially for small particles and near the wall. The poorest
agreement, with a 26% deviation, is found for the largest sphere near
the center of the cavity. The average deviation in the 22 numerical
experiments that have been performed is about 8%.

The force experienced by the sphere when the wall is moved with
a periodic oscillation has also been computed, and good agreement
has been found with a power-tangent function. These two models
have been incorporated into a dynamic simulation of the motion of
the sphere under the influence of the force produced by the oscillating
wall, and the effective viscosity has been obtained as a function of the
distance from the wall. On the one hand, rough estimates of the migra-
tion velocity and characteristic time have been computed by lineariza-
tion of the 1D dynamical equation, and on the other hand, the
equation has been numerically solved using finite differences. The
results show that there is a slow migration of the sphere. The average
migration velocity computed with linearized equations for a 5-lm-
diameter microsphere is 7lm/h, whereas the computation with the
dynamic simulation gives a velocity three times slower. Obviously, the
latter result is more reliable and the first one has to be considered just as
a rough estimation of order of magnitude. For a 20-lm-diameter
microsphere (j ¼ 0:2857), the linearized estimation is not valid and
the dynamic simulation gives an average velocity of 3.5lm/h. With
these velocities, the 5-lm-diameter microsphere would reach the center
of the cavity in about 16h and the 20-lm-diameter microsphere in
10h. These results agree with experimental observations reported by
Duch et al.,10 Fig. 3-l. In this figure, relative velocity of nuclei and micro-
spheres of diameter between 10 and 20lm are plotted vs time, and it
shows that all of them reach the center of the embryo in about 5h. In
addition, Almonacid et al.8 have measured in mouse oocytes an average

velocity of nuclear positioning of 4.2lm/h. The python code used for
the dynamic simulation is freely available in the author’s GitHub reposi-
tory https://github.com/rclUPC/RandomWalkCellNucleus.

The model presented here can contribute to understanding of the
critical mechanism of centering of pronuclei in mammalian cells in
the early stages of cell development. Obviously, the actual mechanism
is much more complex than the model presented here, involving bio-
chemical and biophysical aspects of essential importance, but the fac-
tors represented by the model do seem to be relevant on cellular scales.

However, considerable work remains to be done. In the first
place, this model needs to be validated by laboratory experiments. In
the second place, cytoplasmic fluid is well known to be far from
Newtonian, and it has been shown that its behavior is more close to
viscoelastic. Therefore, the model should be extended to the case of a
viscoelastic medium in order to assess the contribution from the elastic
part of the fluid.
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